“THIRTEEN Celebrates Shakespeare’s Legacy”
A Month-Long, Multi-Platform Commemoration of Shakespeare 400 on WNET

“Shakespeare’s Tomb” and encore presentations of “Shakespeare Uncovered” and “Great Performances: The Hollow Crown” among stellar offerings featuring Tom Hiddleston, David Tennant, Morgan Freeman, Kim Cattrall, and many more

Shakespeare’s Tomb, a new documentary about William Shakespeare’s final resting place, joins encore presentations of the six installments of Season Two of Shakespeare Uncovered (consecutive Fridays beginning April 8) and three of the plays in the Great Performances series “The Hollow Crown” – “Richard II” and “Henry IV, Parts 1 and 2” (April 22 & 23) —for a month-long celebration to mark the 400th anniversary of William Shakespeare’s death as THIRTEEN Celebrates Shakespeare’s Legacy.

William Shakespeare’s final resting place in Stratford-upon-Avon carries a curse against any man who “moves his bones.” Shakespeare’s Tomb, airing April 19 at 9 p.m., documents the first ever scientific investigation of that grave revealing fascinating new evidence about what really lies beneath the infamous warning.

Theater Talk (April 22) will reprise its interview with Shakespeare scholar James Shapiro, who discusses his new book “The Year of Lear: Shakespeare in 1606.” In that year, Shakespeare wrote three
of the greatest tragedies of all time: “Macbeth,” “King Lear” and “Antony & Cleopatra.” Shapiro details the circumstances in England that may have influenced the composition of these plays, as well as his take on the personality of the elusive 16th Century playwright.

The Great Performances presentation of “Hamlet” starring David Tennant, currently onstage at BAM as “Richard II,” will be available online at the thirteen.org website, as well as Season Two of Shakespeare Uncovered.

These offerings will be part of a robust “digital Shakespeare hub” at thirteen.org/Shakespeare including: featured Shakespeare events around the city, weekly editorial features around Shakespeare, fan favorite Shakespeare quotes, notable Shakespeare top 10’s, Shakespeare quizzes and trivia, and a map of Shakespeare tributes in New York.

Shakespeare Uncovered classroom resources are also available on PBS Learning Media with video segments, discussion questions, and accompanying activities examining Shakespeare’s life and work.

Throughout the month, THIRTEEN viewers will enjoy Bard Bits, featuring fun facts and trivia about the Shakespeare canon.

The schedule follows below:

**Broadcast on WNET:**

4/8, 9-10 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: A Midsummer Night’s Dream with Hugh Bonneville*

4/8, 10-11 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: King Lear with Christopher Plummer*

4/15, 9-10 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: The Taming of the Shrew with Morgan Freeman*

4/15, 10-11 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: Othello with David Harewood*

4/19, 9-10 p.m.  
*Shakespeare’s Tomb*

4/22, 9-10 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: Antony & Cleopatra with Kim Cattrall*

4/22 10-11 p.m.  
*Shakespeare Uncovered: Romeo & Juliet with Joseph Fiennes*
4/22, 1:30-2 a.m.  *Theater Talk*: Professor James Shapiro on Shakespeare

4/22, 2-4:30 a.m.  *Great Performances: The Hollow Crown: Henry IV Part 1*

4/22, 4:30-7 a.m.  *Great Performances: The Hollow Crown: Henry IV Part 2*

4/23, 1-4 p.m.  *Great Performances: The Hollow Crown: Richard II*

**Online Video:**

- *Shakespeare Uncovered Season Two* (full episodes): Antony and Cleopatra with Kim Cattrall, Romeo and Juliet with Joseph Fiennes, King Lear with Christopher Plummer, Taming of the Shrew with Morgan Freeman, Othello with David Harewood.  

- *Hamlet* (with David Tennant):  

- *Macbeth* (with Patrick Stewart):  

- *King Lear* (with Ian McKellen):  

- *Shakespeare Uncovered* on PBS LearningMedia (free classroom resources with video and accompanying activities):  

---

**About WNET**

WNET is America’s flagship PBS station and parent company of *THIRTEEN* and *WLIW21*. WNET also operates *WJCT*, the statewide public media network in New Jersey. Through its broadcast channels, three cable services (KidsThirteen, Create and World) and online streaming sites, WNET brings quality arts, education and public affairs programming to more than five million viewers each week. WNET produces and presents such acclaimed PBS series as *Nature, Great Performances, American Masters, PBS NewsHour Weekend, Charlie Rose* and a range of documentaries, children’s programs, and local news and cultural offerings. WNET’s groundbreaking series for children and young adults include *Get the Math, Oh Noah!*, and *Cyberchase* as well as *Mission US*, the award-winning interactive history game. WNET highlights the tri-state’s unique culture and diverse communities through *NYC-ARTS, Reel 13, NJTV News with Mary Alice Williams* and *MetroFocus*, the daily multi-platform news magazine focusing on the New York region. In addition, WNET produces online-only programming including the award-winning series about gender, *First Person*, and an intergenerational look at tech and pop culture, *The Chatterbox with Kevin and Grandma Lill*. In 2015, *THIRTEEN* launched Passport, an online streaming service which allows members to see new and archival *THIRTEEN* and PBS programming anytime, anywhere: [www.thirteen.org/passport](http://www.thirteen.org/passport).